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SUPPORT OUR WORK
Please join us on **Sunday, August 20th at 10:00 am at the Parade Ground in Van Cortlandt Park for our Annual Walk Against Hate**. It's not just a walk—this event is an opportunity to move as an individual, family, or community towards a future without antisemitism, racism, and all forms of bigotry.

**Regional Director Scott Richman's Podcast *From the Frontlines* Celebrates 100th Episode**

Two years ago, ADL NY/NJ Regional Director Scott Richman launched his weekly podcast *From the Frontlines* focusing on ADL’s efforts to fight hate and antisemitism and features exclusive interviews with ADL experts, partners and more. We are excited to announce that last week Scott reached 100 podcasts! To celebrate this milestone, he released a special edition podcast featuring Dan Roberti, Vice President of Communications and Digital, interviewing Scott for a behind-the-scenes look at the history and production of *From the Frontlines*.

**Listen and subscribe** on your preferred podcast platform:
In response to increasing rates of antisemitism around the world, major Jewish organizations in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Argentina and Australia announced recently the formation of the J7, the Large Communities' Task Force Against Antisemitism.

Hateful Usernames in Online Multiplayer Games

ADL's Center for Technology and Society published an in-depth executive summary focused on the use of hateful user names as an example of how the online gaming industry continues to fall short in protecting players from hate and extremist content in games.
Applications Now Open for the 2023-2024 Class!

Application Process:
- June 5th: Application period opens!
- August 4th: Application period closes
- August 18th: Interview deadline
- September 1st: Acceptance letters distributed

For more information and to apply visit nynj.adl.org/glass-leadership-institute/

ADL’s Glass Leadership Institute (GLI) is the organization’s cornerstone leadership development program. GLI provides a unique opportunity for emerging philanthropic leaders, in their 20's to early 40's, to deepen their understanding of ADL's many areas of impact, and connect with others passionate about supporting ADL's mission.

APPLY TODAY
60 year anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" Speech

Saturday, August 26th at 11:00 am
Lincoln Memorial, Washington, DC

ADL leaders were at the original March 60 years ago with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and other civil rights leaders. This year we are honored to be co-chairing a momentous event August 26 which is not a commemoration, but a continuation of that landmark moment in the fight against hate and to secure justice and fair treatment for all.

Please join us in taking part in this historic event at the Lincoln Memorial as we join together arm in arm with our allies to continue Dr. King’s legacy.

REGISTER TODAY

STAY UPDATED WITH ADL NY/NJ

To stay updated, on incidents in your community and ADL's recent reports, follow us on Twitter @ADL_NYNJ.
Report an Antisemitic, Bias or Discriminatory Incident

If you have experienced or witnessed an incident of antisemitism, extremism, bias, bigotry or hate, please report it to ADL.

REPORT AN INCIDENT

READ OUR BLOG
SEND TO A FRIEND / CONTACT ADL
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